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ZOROUF Y PATENTS
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All of the collections featured in this catalog are created exclusively for the Zoroufy name. Each
collection features Zoroufy’s patented interlocking bracket, manufactured solely for the purpose of
offering eye-catching attraction as well as functionality with Zoroufy’s meticulously crafted luxury
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stair rods. This patented bracket design offers distinction from the industry standard. The sleek
design works to eliminate the view of unsightly installation screws or turn-key latches by allowing

GRAND DYNASTY® COLLECTION __________________________________________ 4–5

the two pieces of the interlocking bracket to slide together holding the rod and finial in place.
The bracket design was invented by the company’s founder, Hassan Zoroufy, while striving to offer

STAIR JEWEL® COLLECTION – LIMITED EDITION ____________________________ 6–7

the highest in quality and beauty to his customers. The utility patent obtained on this premier bracket
design distinguishes it as a notable feat of engineering as well as a select piece of art and décor.
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The elimination of installation screw heads and turn-key latches allows for the beauty of the
product and the richness of the brass to shine through as the focal point of the product. Without
the presence of these utilitarian characteristics, Zoroufy was free to focus on the crafting of the

SOVEREIGN® COLLECTION ______________________________________________ 10–11

decorative aspects of the bracket. Zoroufy brackets vary in design from the delicate leaf pattern
in the exquisite Grand Dynasty® Collection to the skillfully carved scroll designs on the brackets
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found in the Sovereign® and Dynasty® Collections.
Finally, with its latest collection, the Stair Jewel®,
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consumers have the option of the lovely imprinted
wheat pattern design.
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These elegant bracket designs can only be found at
Zoroufy and are displayed on staircases worldwide.
Zoroufy’s prestigious patented brackets are the
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epitome of luxury.
PATENT# 5,960,516
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GRAND DYNASTY

®

COLLECTION

GRAND DYNASTY® FINISHES
AND ROD STYLES

PATENT# 5,960,516

SIGNATURE GRANDEUR.
Zoroufy’s reigning collection features top-of-the-line quality

POLISHED BRASS
SMOOTH ROD

and décor with its signature hand-crafted, decorative leaf
pattern bracket design. This patented bracket consists of
interlocking pieces exclusive to the Zoroufy® name.
The Grand Dynasty® Collection _
turns any staircase into the centerpiece.

BRUSHED BRASS
SMOOTH ROD

ANTIQUE BRASS
ROPED ROD

GRAND PINEAPPLE FINIAL

ANTIQUE PEWTER
FLUTED ROD
GRAND URN FINIAL
ANY COMBINATION OF FINIAL,
FINISH, AND ROD STYLE IS AVAILABLE
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ZOROUFY STAIR RODS ARE FOR A DECORATIVE USE ONLY. ANOTHER MEANS OF CARPET INSTALLATION IS REQUIRED.
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LIMITED

EDITION

STAIR JEWEL

STAIR JEWEL®
FINISH AND ROD STYLES

®

COLLECTION

POLISHED BRASS
SMOOTH ROD

PATENT# 5,960,516

DRAMATIC BRILLIANCE.
This exclusive collection is available for a limited time only. _
Zoroufy’s patented bracket design has been enhanced in the Stair

POLISHED BRASS
FLUTED ROD

Jewel® Collection to feature cleaner lines on a newly styled decorative
wheat-print bracket design. Crafted from 100% brass and offered with
four of the best selling finial choices and three rod styles.  
The splendor and sparkle _
of the Stair Jewel® Collection _

POLISHED BRASS
ROPED ROD

dazzles with every step.

POLISHED BRASS
SMOOTH ROD

ANY COMBINATION OF
FINIAL AND ROD IS AVAILABLE

STAIR JEWEL BALL FINIAL
STAIR JEWEL ACORN FINIAL
STAIR JEWEL URN FINIAL
STAIR JEWEL PINEAPPLE FINIAL
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DYNASTY

DYNASTY® FINISHES AND
STYLE OPTIONS

®

POLISHED BRASS
SMOOTH ROD
SMOOTH BRACKET

COLLECTION
PATENT# 5,960,516

EXCEPTIONAL LUXURY.
This patented collection offers opulence and versatility
as it shines on any staircase, grand or traditional.

BRUSHED BRASS
ROPED ROD
SMOOTH BRACKET

The choice between the decorative and the smooth
patented bracket design along with the three rod styles
highlights the collection’s stylish flexibility.
The Dynasty® Collection presents any staircase with
distinction and luxury.

ANTIQUE BRASS
FLUTED ROD
DECORATIVE BRACKET

ANTIQUE PEWTER
FLUTED ROD
DECORATIVE BRACKET

ANY COMBINATION OF
FINIAL, FINISH, BRACKET AND
ROD STYLE IS AVAILABLE

DYNASTY URN FINIAL

DYNASTY ACORN FINIAL
DYNASTY BALL FINIAL
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DYNASTY PINEAPPLE FINIAL
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SOVEREIGN

SOVEREIGN® FINISHES
AND BRACKET STYLE OPTIONS

®

POLISHED BRASS
SMOOTH BRACKET

COLLECTION
PATENT# 7461431B2

BRUSHED BRASS
SMOOTH BRACKET

CONTEMPORARY ELEGANCE.
Zoroufy’s Sovereign® Collection features its _
one-of-a-kind patented interlocking bracket. _
This striking collection features the widest selection of

ANTIQUE BRASS
DECORATIVE BRACKET

finishes and finials including the choice between the
decorative and smooth styled bracket.
The extensive Sovereign® Collection can achieve an air of

CHROME
SMOOTH BRACKET

classic or contemporary style to fit any décor.

ANTIQUE PEWTER
DECORATIVE BRACKET

SOVEREIGN PINEAPPLE FINIAL

SOVEREIGN URN FINIAL

WROUGHT IRON
DECORATIVE BRACKET

OIL-RUBBED BRONZE
SMOOTH BRACKET

SOVEREIGN PYRAMID FINIAL
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SOVEREIGN BALL FINIAL

ANY COMBINATION OF
FINIAL, FINISH AND
BRACKET IS AVAILABLE
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Can stair rods be custom cut to fit my carpet runner?

Warranty

Zoroufy offers custom cutting at no additional charge or delay. Stair rods may also be easily cut
in the home with a metal-cutting hack saw, typically available for purchase at any local hardware
store. Zoroufy recommends using a saw blade with 12 to 24 teeth per inch for a faster smoother cut.

Zoroufy warrants all products are 100% free from defect or product will be replaced with a like
item. Note: Some minor variations in color may occur. This warranty remains in effect only if the
recommended cleaning process is used.

At what length should I order my rods to fit my carpet runner?

Where can I buy Zoroufy products?

Zoroufy recommends ordering your stair rods at 1½" longer than the total width of the carpet
runner. For example, if your carpet runner measures 34½" wide, we recommend ordering your rods
at 36" in length. This allows for approximately 1/4" of space on each side in between the bracket
and the edge of the carpet.

Zoroufy is a wholesale distributor that sells to the trade only. Consumers can find our products
through available retail stores, online retailers and designers across the United States.

Can stair rods be bent to fit curved stairs?
Yes, of the collections featured in this catalog Zoroufy will only use the double-walled rods from
the Dynasty® and Stair Jewel® Collections for bending to fit the curved nose of a step. The reason
being is that the thinner gauge of hollow core rods tends to crimp when it is bent.

United States Office
Madison, WI
Tel. (800) 762-1525
Fax (608) 833-8797

Will stair rods secure my runner in place?
Zoroufy stair rods are designed for a decorative purpose only and not as a form of carpet
installation. Use of an adhesive pad, staples, tacks, nails, tack strip, tackless strip or other means of
securing the carpet is necessary for all carpet runners. Zoroufy does not dictate which type should
be used.

Email: info@zoroufy.com

w w w. zo ro u f y. co m

How do I clean my stair rods?
Zoroufy products have a protective lacquer coating to resist tarnishing. This lacquer coating also
omits the need to polish the rods. Use only a dry, soft cloth when cleaning the stair rods. Cleansers,
abrasives and liquids of any kind will remove the protective lacquer coating and cause tarnishing.
When you clean your carpet runner or surrounding areas with chemicals or liquid, remove Zoroufy
products and replace only when area is dry.
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SPECIFICATIONS
COLLECTION
FINISHES
ROD DIAMETER
MATERIAL
ROD STYLES
FINIALS
BRACKETS
								

Grand
Dynasty®

• Polished Brass

3/4" Diameter

100% Brass

• Brushed Brass
• Antique Brass

• Smooth Tubular • Grand
Pineapple
• Fluted Tubular
• Grand Urn
• Roped Tubular

• Antique Pewter

Stair Jewel®

100% Brass

• Smooth Tubular • Pineapple
(Double-Walled)
• Ball
• Fluted Tubular • Urn
(Double-Walled)

• Roped Tubular

• Acorn

(Double-Walled)

Dynasty®

5/8" Diameter

• Polished Brass

100% Brass

• Brushed Brass

• Smooth Tubular • Pineapple
(Double-Walled)

• Fluted Tubular

• Antique Brass

(Double-Walled)

• Antique Pewter

• Roped Tubular

• Ball
• Urn
• Acorn

(Double-Walled)

Sovereign®

1/2" Diameter

• Polished Brass
• Brushed Brass
• Antique Brass

100% Brass
Rods with
Zinc Alloy
Brackets

• Smooth
Tubular

• Ball
• Urn
• Pyramid

• Antique Pewter
• Wrought Iron
• Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

POLISHED
BRASS

BRUSHED
BRASS

ANTIQUE
BRASS

CHROME

ANTIQUE
PEWTER

• Designed to be
the ultimate in
stair fashion
• Large scale
and luxurious
• Patented
interlocking
bracket hides
all installation
hardware

• Intricately
• Double-walled
carved wheatthickness in
print design
the rod gauge
allows rods
• Redesigned
to be bent to
to feature
accommodate
sleeker,
curved stairs
cleaner lines
• Patented
• Patent#
interlocking
5,960,516
bracket hides
all installation
hardware
• Choice
between a
decorative
and a smooth
bracket
design
• Patent#
5,960,516

• Pineapple

• Chrome
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• Heavy, solidbrass design
• Patent#
5,960,516

5/8" Diameter

• Polished Brass

• Decorative
leaf pattern

COLLECTION 		
BENEFITS

• Double-walled
thickness in
the rod gauge
allows rods
to be bent to
accommodate
curved stairs
• Patented
interlocking
bracket hides
all installation
hardware

• Choice
• Widest range
between a
of finish
decorative
options
and a smooth
•
bracket design Contemporary
styles
• Solidly
•
Patented
constructed
interlocking
design
bracket hides
• Patent#
installation
7461431B2
screws

WROUGHT
IRON

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

ABOUT US
Generations of knowledge and experience of the Oriental rug trade have been
passed down to the company’s founder, Hassan Zoroufy, who in 1970 decided to share
his appreciation for the art and design of beautifully crafted oriental rugs by selling his
high-quality products to consumers. In the mid 1980s, as more and more consumers decided to
forgo their wall-to wall carpeting and opted, instead, for the timeless appeal of hardwood floors,
Mr. Zoroufy responded to the growing demand of carpet runners by offering luxurious
brass stair rods to accent these beautiful staircases.
Over the years, the demand has continued to grow and the name Zoroufy has become
internationally recognizable with distributors in the United States, Canada and Europe. As the
leading worldwide manufacturer of stair rods, the name Zoroufy has become synonymous
with quality and luxury. The versatility found in the styles offered by Zoroufy has been used in
correlation with traditional staircases, modern décor and everywhere in between.
Family owned and operated, the Zoroufy name continues to thrive on the values
that first made it a success. We listen to our customers and bring them beautifully crafted and
unique products encompassing a wide range of styles that complete any décor.
Our customers' needs are endless. Zoroufy products are timeless.
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